dLite Product Specific Terms (Non-GA)

**Non-GA Service:** dLite

**Infrastructure**

The Non-GA Service operates from the same infrastructure as the following SFDC Service(s): Datorama. Customer’s use of the Non-GA Service is subject to the Marketing Cloud Trust and Compliance Documentation at https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=Trust-and-Compliance-Documentation&language=en_US&type=1 as applicable to Datorama.

**Additional Terms**

The Non-GA Service is not intended to be made available to target customers based in Europe, and is not intended for the collection or use of European personal data. Customer is solely responsible for ensuring that only data from customers outside of Europe is collected. For purposes of this Non-GA Service, “Europe” means the European Union, the European Economic Area and/or their member states, Switzerland, and/or the United Kingdom.